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a b s t r a c t

This paper introduces a new hybrid algorithm for locating all solutions in multimodal optimization
problems. This algorithm combines an adaptive sequential niche technique with deterministic local opti-
mization to detect all extrema efficiently and reliably. A genetic element of the hybrid algorithm performs
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a global search while the deterministic local optimizer computes the precise coordinates of the extremum.
Once an extremum is precisely located, a niche demarcating the area of attraction around the local min-
imum is recorded. The sequential process proceeds to search for additional extrema. Our novel method
overcomes challenges to distinguish multiple extrema in problem-specific terrain by an automatic niche
radius adjustment. Several comparative simulation experiments with previous niche algorithms demon-
strate the novel algorithm’s performance and reliability. We also present a difficult case study for solution
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ultiplicity multiplicity in catalytic p

. Introduction

Detection of multiple solutions in optimization problems is
mportant because multimodal objective functions are common
n engineering and physics. For this reason, algorithms for find-
ng all solutions in multimodal problems are desirable. Several
eterministic methods such as the homotopy method (Sun & Seider,
995), interval methods (Stadtherr, Schnepper, & Brennecke, 1995),
ixed integer nonlinear programming (McDonald & Floudas, 1995),

nd global terrain methods (Lucia & Yang, 2002) are suitable for
nding multiple solutions. In stochastic optimization, traditional
enetic algorithms (GAs) always coalesce to only a single solu-
ion, thus they are not suitable for multimodal objective functions.
everal GAs with ‘niche technique’ were adapted to address the
ultimodal problems (Beasley, Bull, and Martin, 1993; De Jong,

975; Goldberg & Richardson, 1987; Mahfoud, 1992; Miller & Shaw,
996). They were successful in many cases by maintaining the
iversity of certain properties within the population, but still have
ome limitations. First, they assume that all optima are evenly dis-
ributed. Second, these methods require a priori information about

RE

he number of solutions. Also the computational effort is larger
han normal GA. Details of problems in niche techniques will be
escribed later.
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. We determine multiple solutions for distributed inversion problems.
© 2009 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

In this paper, we propose a hybrid sequential niche algorithm
to create a reliable multimodal optimizer with reasonable perfor-
mance. It uses a niche technique suggested by Beasley et al. (1993) to
find all solutions sequentially. In addition, robustness is enhanced
with niche size adaptation, which adjusts the niche size according to
the problem space topology in the vicinity of multiple optima. Our
algorithm deploys a deterministic local search, therefore it converges
much faster than the traditional niche methods.

This paper is organized as follows. Section 1 reviews the theory
of niche techniques. Section 2 presents the detailed methodology
of our new algorithm. Section 3 demonstrates the application of
algorithm for several multimodal test functions to demonstrate
its efficiency. Section 4 examines larger applications of solution
multiplicity in catalytic pellets as well as inversion of distributed
large-scale system. The paper closes with conclusions and future
works.

1.1. Niche methods

A key point for locating multiple solutions with stochastic search
is how to maintain population diversity. Traditional GAs coalesce to
a single solution, thus traditional GAs do not offer a good strategy for
optimization problems with many local optima. In biology, a niche

I

refers ‘a different subspace to support different types of life’ (Miller
& Shaw, 1996). In niche genetic search, we borrow this concept
of nature to tackle solution multiplicity. The niche idea in multi-
modal search is illustrated in Fig. 1. Around each local extremum,
a subspace with limited capacity to support candidate solutions is

http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/journal/00981354
http://www.elsevier.com/locate/compchemeng
mailto:linninge@uic.edu
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Nomenclature

B best-in-cluster solution
C predicted concentration of reactant
Ĉ measured concentration of reactant
CP Heat capacity of gas reactant
Cs concentration of reactant at the surface of catalyst

pellet
d distance
D diffusivity
Ea activation energy
fit(x) fitness of individual x
F(x) object function value
Fmax maximum value of objective function
G derating function
�H heat of reaction
|J−1| determinant of the inverse Jacobian of the transfor-

mation
ke heat conductivity
km permeability
ko temperature-dependent specific reaction rate
K thermal conductivity inside catalytic pellet
m niche membership count
M(x) modified fitness
Npop population size
n number of traits in individual
p number of solution
r niche radius
rA reaction rate
rc cluster radius
R catalytic pellet radius
S extremum, solution
T temperature
T̂ measured temperature
x dimensionless radius of pellet
x individual
xa, xb parents
x′
c,x′′

c offsprings
xk the kth trait of an individual x
y dimensionless concentration in pellet

Greek letters
˛ default niche radius
ˇ dimensionless heat of reaction
ε scalar for detecting optimal region
� viscosity
�g gas density
� thiele modulus
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and Aggarwal (2000) and Sabatini (2000) adopted a gradient-based

E

� dimensionless activation energy

ntroduced. The total capacity a niche can occupy is proportional to
he quality of the extremum. The neighborhood of superior maxima
an hold more individuals than inferior local maxima. This limi-
ation mechanism prevents the population from converging to a
ingle solution or getting fragmented into multiple extrema simul-
aneously. Several methods based on niche formation have been
eveloped. De Jong (1975) and Mahfoud (1992) proposed a crowding
ethod. Goldberg and Richardson (1987) introduced the mecha-
ism fitness sharing to maintain the population diversity. Miller and
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haw (1996) proposed a dynamic niche method to reduce computa-
ional expense of fitness sharing. Beasley et al. (1993) developed

niche technique with sequential identification of multiple
xtrema.
Fig. 1. Multiple niches in two-dimensional search space. Each peak conforms a local
extrema and niche area of attraction.

The sequential niche technique is an iterative method using
knowledge from previous stages to avoid researching the area near
previously found extrema. Blocking a niche obtained in the previous
stages, sequential niche algorithm proceeds to exploring different
regions of the search space. The solution strategy advances sequen-
tially, updating information about the set of previously detected
niches. The idea of avoiding part of the feasible region is also used
in tunneling methods (Levy & Montalvo, 1985) as well as global
terrain methods (Lucia & Yang, 2002). To implement this concept,
a penalty known as ‘derating function’ is dynamically incorporated
into the objective function. The derating function bars the popula-
tion from reentering existing niches in later stages. The sequential
niche technique only needs small population thus requiring less
calculation times than other niche methods. Therefore, we adapted
a sequential framework for the engineering design problems with
multiple solutions. However, in contrast to previous work, we also
incorporate gradient-based deterministic optimization techniques
to improve performance. The resulting speed-up is critical in large
engineering design problems.

A specific difficulty for niche methods concerns proper deter-
mination of a suitable niche radius (Beasley et al., 1993; Deb &
Goldberg, 1989). If the radius is chosen too small, candidate solu-
tions converging near the extremum may be mistaken for a new
solution. If the radius is too large, two or more optima may be
lumped together erroneously into a single niche, thus failing to
distinguish separate local optima. To tackle this difficulty, we will
introduce an adaptive technique to choose the niche size automat-
ically.

1.2. Hybrid genetic algorithms

The strength of genetic algorithms – simplicity and robustness –
are often offset by excessive resource requirement. To accelerate the
overall performance, stochastic GA elements can be combined with
a local deterministic search. This hybrid scheme combines advan-
tages of the robust GA with the fast convergence of gradient-based
optimization thus leading to better performance. In a two-stage
hybrid method, GA iteration proceeds until individuals begin to coa-
lesce in some region. Then, the method switches to local optimizer
for fast computation of the precise extremum coordinates using
a gradient-based deterministic algorithm. Thus hybrid methods
improve both the speed of finding solutions as well as accuracy. Li
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local search technique to their hybrid genetic search. Also Chelouah
and Siarry (2003) combined continuous genetic algorithms with
Nelder–Mead simplex algorithms (Nelder & Mead, 1965). However,
few hybrid methods address multimodal optimization.
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Fig. 2. Flowchart of the two-stage hybrid sequential niche algorithm. Genetic search
of stage 1 runs until termination condition is satisfied. When the majority of the indi-
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iduals coalesce around the best-in-cluster, stage 2 activates a local optimizer. Taking
he BIC solution as the initial guess, the local gradient-based method converges to
he precise local minimum S. The niche radius is adapted according to the distance
etween BIC and the solution S.

. Methodology

This paper introduces a new two-stage hybrid niche algorithm
utlined in Fig. 2. A sequential niche technique performs global
earch. Newton, Quasi–Newton or simplex algorithms are deployed
o precisely located multiple solutions. Newton-based local search

ay be used when derivative information of the cost function
s available. When derivative information is not available or the
earch space is ill-conditioned, the Nelder–Mead downhill simplex
ethod may serve as the local optimizer. In the first stage, GA itera-

ions proceed until the population of candidate solutions converges
nto a regional cluster. An event defining a new niche is identified,
nce the majority of individuals coalesce around the best individ-
al inside the cluster within a niche radius. Starting from the rough
olution called best-in-cluster (BIC), the algorithm switches to a local
ptimizer to precisely locate the extremum in the second stage. The
istance of the precisely calculated extremum with respect to rough
IC defines the niche radius. Specifically, the niche radius is propor-
ional to the Euclidean distance between the local extremum and
IC. The precise local extremum together with the newly computed
iche radius completes the definition of a new niche. The procedure
ontinues to search for additional extrema. Once again returning to
new genetic search stage, a new population sample is generated

andomly.
If the precise solution S is new, a novel niche is registered. If the

recise solution has already been identified, the radius of its niche
s augmented to block an expanding area of attraction. Thus, niche
adii are dynamically adjusted, which ensures locating all solutions
ven when their distribution is not uniform. The proposed tech-
ique requires no a priori guesses for the number and distribution
f solutions. The algorithm terminates after a preset generation or
olution count has been reached. A detailed description of the new
lgorithm follows in next subsections.
PRE
.1. Population size

We start the hybrid methods with a random ensemble of indi-
idual candidate solutions or initial guesses. In classical methods,
he population size should be augmented by a factor corresponding
ical Engineering 33 (2009) 1261–1271 1263

to the expected solution multiplicity (Goldberg, 1989). In sequen-
tial niche techniques, the entire population is devoted to searching
only one local extremum at a time, thus being less vulnerable to
distraction of multiple extrema. Thus, the population size in our
algorithm does not require an increase corresponding to the solu-
tion multiplicity, although the existence of more extrema will incur
a longer sequence to locate them all.

2.2. Derating functions and modified fitness

The main feature of sequential niche techniques aims at avoid-
ing re-exploring the niche regions already detected in previous
stages. To implement this feature, the fitness function is modified
by incorporating a penalty barring the area of attraction of previous
niches. The modified fitness function M(x) is composed of original
fitness fit(x) multiplied by a penalty implemented by a dynamically
adjusted derating function G(x, Sj) as in Eq. (1).

M(x) = fit(x) ·
p∏
j=1

G(x, Sj) with fit(x) = Fmax − F(x)

x = (x1, x2 . . . xn)

(1)

The vector, x, encodes the chromosome of an individual. F(x) is
the scalar cost function. Fmax represents an upper bound of possible
objective function values. A derating function, G(x, Sj), penalizing
vicinity of the current individual, x, to previously detected extrema,
Sj. In Eq. (2), Sj is the jth solution found with its niche radius, rj. The
Euclidian distance between Sj and x is d.

G(x, Sj) =
{

0 if d < rj
1 otherwise

with d = ||x − Sj|| (2)

Accordingly, the derating function value of individuals located
within an existing niche is zero leading to a modified fitness of
zero. Individuals with zero fitness are not reproduced in natural
selection.

2.3. Natural selection, mating, and mutation

In the natural selection step, individuals with superior fitness
values are chosen to produce competitive offspring for the next gen-
eration. Individuals with low fitness are unlikely to reproduce and
tend to disappear. Specifically, zero fitness will prevent individuals
from reproducing or being selected into the next generation. The
chromosome vectors of offspring, x′

c,x′′
c , are computed by combin-

ing the parameter values of a pair of parents, xa, and xb, according to
the arithmetic crossover formula with one random variable, ı, given
in Eq. (3).

x′
c = (1 − ı) xa + ı xb, 0 ≤ ı ≤ 1

x′′
c = ı xa + (1 − ı) xb, 0 ≤ ı ≤ 1

(3)

2.3.1. Mutations
In each reproduction cycle, we choose a given number of indi-

viduals for mutation corresponding to a fixed mutation ratio. This
adjustable parameter was set to 5% in the case studies. A single
trait corresponding to the kth component of a individual selected
for mutation is altered according to the random event given in Eq.
(4).

x′ =
{

min[xup, xk + �(xup
k

− xlow
k

)], � ≥ 0
(4)
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k max[xlow, xk + �(xup
k

− xlow
k

)], � < 0

Here, x′
k

is kth trait of mutant x′ randomly perturbed from the
kth trait of original individual. xup

k
refers to an upper bound, xlow

k
to a

lower bound of permissible trait values. � is random scalar number
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